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1. INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let D be a bounded domain in R” (with n > 1) having smooth boundary 
i3D and let v denote an outward pointing normal to that boundary. Let 
u(x, t) denote a function of x in D and “time” t (which is often thought of 
as “temperature”); Au and au/& respectively denote the Laplacian of u and 
the normal directional derivative of U. We suppose that the evolution of u 
is described by the following initial boundary value problem: 
E=Au in D x [0, T], 
au 
-&‘gbJ) in f3D x [0, T], (1) 
u( .) 0) = u” in D. 
Here T is a positive number; g: Ix I + R (with I a subinterval of the 
reals R) is assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous, strictly monotone 
decreasing in u and increasing in f and to satisfy g(u, U) = 0 for u in U; u” 
and fare given functions (with ranges in I) belonging respectively to L,(D) 
(or C(D)) and L,(aD x [0, T] ). This, of course, includes the linear 
boundary condition g(u,f) = C(U-f) with c a positive constant (which is 
associated with Newton’s law of cooling). It includes non-linear conditions 
of the form g(u,f) = b(f) -4(u), with q4 Lipschitz and monotone increas- 
ing on I; these include the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation condition for which 
d(w) = w4 and I= [0, cc) (see Carslaw and Jaeger [2, Sect. 1.91) and the 
Michaelis-Menten law of enzyme diffusion for which d(u) = cu/u + k where 
c and k are positive constants. It also covers the case g(u,f) = +(f-U) 
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where $ is Lipschitz and monotone increasing on the “difference interval” 
Z- I; in particular one can take 1,9(w) = w5j4 for w  > 0 and =0 for w  < 0 
which, rather tenuously, relates to “natural convection” (see [2]). 
Non-linear boundary conditions of this general form seem to have been 
considered first by Friedman; in his book [4] the existence of classical 
solutions to such problems is proved for suitable functions f depending on 
t alone and some asymptotic properties of the solutions are proved. We 
consider functionsfdepending also on x. Moreover for purposes of optimal 
control it is essential to work with weak solutions in order to exploit the 
weak compactness of the unit ball of L,(aD x [0, T]). Section 2 is devoted 
to the existence of weak solutions, suitably defined within the framework of 
Ladyienskaya, Solonnikov, and Ural’ceva [ 111. Letting J be a subinterval 
of I we shall use J as a subscript on function spaces to denote the subset 
of functions having essential range in J. With this notation we have the 
following existence theorem. 
1.1 THEOREM. Let J be a subinterval of Z such that g(u, f) is uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous on Jx J. Then, for every u” in L,, J(D) and f in 
L,, J(aD x [0, T]) (1) has a unique weak solution. 
The proof uses the Leray-Schauder theorem and maximum principle 
arguments for weak solutions. It also depends on a variety of plausible 
properties of linear equations for some of which we lack suitable references 
(at least in case D has a Lipschitz boundary) and to which we devote an 
appendix. The existence theorem together with a priori estimates used in 
the proof allow one to define a continuous transformation 
&(u”,f): L,,(D) x Lz,,(~D x CO, Tl) + Lz,.,(D) 
which assigns to data u” and f the function u( ., T) where u is the weak 
solution of (1). We can now formulate the following optimal control 
problem. 
1.2 Problem. Let J be a subinterval of Z such that g(u, f) is uniformly 
Lipschitz on Jx J. Given u” in L2,J(D) and u1 in L,(D) (with norm 
denoted by IIu(/ and a compact subinterval K of J, find f in 
L,, ,(8D x [0, T]) such that 
Il~(~“,f)-~l/l G Il~(~“~f)-~‘ll for any f in L,,,(?JD x [0, T]). 
This problem is familiar in the linear case (see, for example, [ 8, 171 as 
well as the references listed there). Particular non-linear boundary condi- 
tions have also been considered by Sachs [14, 15, 163, von Wolfersdorf 
POI? and, in considerable generality, by Barbu [ 11. Those papers 
considered boundary conditions essentially of the form au/au + II/(u) =f, 
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although in Barbu’s work this was generalised to involve inclusions as well 
as different controls on different parts of the boundary. In any case the con- 
trol functions entered the boundary condition in a linear way in these cited 
papers, in contrast to our situation. The above form of the boundary con- 
dition can easily be subsumed into our condition by rewritingfasf= @(f’) 
and by setting g(u,f)= cl/(u)- e(f). Part of the novelty of the present 
paper thus lies in the fact that in our form of the boundary conditions u 
and f are not “separated” and that f appears non-linearly. However, the 
prime purpose of the paper is to carefully consider the possibility of 
proving bang-bang principles for non-linear boundary control problems; 
this delicate question has, as we shall outline below, been treated in too 
cavalier a fashion in the existing literature. 
The following existence theorem for an optimal “control” f is proved in 
Section 3, and is subtler than the corresponding linear result rn thatfis not 
simply obtained as the weak limit of some minimising sequence {fn}F= 1. 
1.3 THEOREM. Problem 1.2 has a solution f: 
One would like to obtain further information concerning f; ideally one 
would like to prove that, as in the linear case,fis “bang-bang” in the sense 
that it almost everywhere takes on the values m or M which are the 
endpoints of 1% One proceeds towards this goal by linearisation as follows. 
Let f be optimal and S be any other function in L,, ,(dD x [0, T]); then, 
for A in [0, 11, S+ A[f-S] is in L 2,K(dD~ [0, T]). Define d(u)= IIu-u’l( 
and @(A) = #(&.(a’,f+ A[f-f])). The latter then achieves its minimum 
on [0, l] at 0 so that [@(A) --@(0)1/i B 0. In Section 4 we show that &. 
has a linear Gateaux derivative o,,z&(u’,f) in f, identify that derivative, 
and show that it is compact. Since 
A - ’ II~T(U”J-+ J”Cf-fl) - JwOJ) 
- ~~,Tr(u”Jw-f1 II + 0 as AJO, 
it follows also, using 1 I/U// - llUl/ I < I/u-U/l, that 
1-l IKG(uOJ-+ w-fl)) - K%r(uO,f) 
- ~~f~(~“J-)Cf-fl)l --+ 0 as 110. 
Consequently, letting &(u; u) denote the directional derivative of the 
convex function 4 at u in the direction u, one easily justifies 
!$ CW) - @(0)1/n = i’w(~“J-); ~f@r(~“Jxf-fl) 2 0. 
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Because of the relationship between directional derivatives and subdifferen- 
tials (see [9, p. 271) the latter can be rewritten as 
where ( ., . ) denotes the pairing between a space and its dual. In the 
case under consideration-L, approximation-the pairing is given by the 
inner product and @( %T( u”, f )) is the singleton set { [A$(uO,f) - u’]/ 
II~(~“J-, - 4 1. w  e use the more general notation to cover another 
situation which will be discussed later. By the min-max theorem of Ky Fan 
and Sion (see Cea [ 31) we have, using the compactness of D,&(u~,~) 
(proved in Section 4), the weak compactness of L,, K(aD x [0, r]) and the 
weak-* compactness of @(~Z’~(u”,f)) ( weak compactness in the present 
context), that the infimum and supremum can be interchanged and also 
that there exists lTe &$(X~(u”,f)) such that 
inf{ (~f%-(~o,f)lY-fl, lT):fe L2, AaD x CO, U)) 2 0. (2) 
Moreover if Y&-(u’,f) - U’ ~0, IT #O (since OE &6(u) if and only if u 
minimises 4, i.e., u =u’ ). Thus (2) becomes 
where D,%T(uo,f)* is the operator adjoint to D,&.(u”,f). 
For Problem 1.2 the above considerations combined with the results of 
Section 4 yield the following necessary condition for f to be a solution. 
1.4 THEOREM. In addition to the previous hypotheses on g suppose that g 
has continuous partial derivatives g, and gF Let f be a solution to problem 
1.2 and U be the corresponding solution of (1). Suppose that &.(u”,f) # ul. 
Then, letting w be the trace on the boundary of the weak solution to the 
linearised problem 
aw 
-Aw, 
aw 
at= 
~-gu(u,f) w=o, w( ., T) = w’, 
where wT= [&(u’,f) - u’]/ll.Y&(u”,f) - ~‘11, one has that 
T  
s s 
dD g&f) wCf -fl dS dt 3 0 for all f E Lz, k(aD x [0, T]); 
0 
here dS denotes surface measure on aD. 
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Under the reasonable hypothesis that g/is positive one can conclude that 
wherever w  does not vanish f is equal to m or A4 depending on whether w  
is positive or negative. If w  vanishes only on a subset of LJD x [IO, r] having 
measure zero one obtains the full “bang-bang” principle. This raises subtle 
questions of “unique continuation.” For the linear boundary condition with 
g(u,f)= c(f-u), where c is a positive constant, and a domain with 
smooth boundary it is well known that w  can indeed only vanish on a set 
of measure zero (see Schmidt and Week [ 19]), but we know of no 
corresponding result (nor of any counterexamples) covering more general 
situations. 
One could hope to show that the solution w  of the “backwards” heat 
equation (4) cannot vanish on an open subset of aD x [0, T] (see Sachs 
[14]); this would imply that f takes on the values m or M except on a set 
which is the union of a set of measure 0 and possibly a nowhere dense set 
of positive measure. If w  vanishes on an open subset of the boundary then 
awl& also vanishes there; thus w  and aw/av both vanish on a set of the 
form (t,, f2) x U, where U is an open subset of aD. Now, extending w  
beyond D x [0, T] by setting it equal to 0 for t in (tl, t2) and x near U, 
one can easily verify that w  is a weak solution of the backwards heat equa- 
tion in the extended region. Since the extended solution is 0 on an open set 
one concludes that w  vanishes identically for t in (tr , t,); this follows from 
a theorem of Mizohata [12]. Because of the homogeneous boundary 
condition in (4) it follows that w  vanishes identically for t in [0, tz]. If 
results on unique forward continuation were applicable (corresponding to 
backwards continuation for the heat equation) one could conclude that w  
vanishes for t in [0, T] yielding the contradiction wT= 0. However, for the 
boundary condition occurring in (4) known results on backwards 
continuation (see Friedman [4, p. 1731) would require g&f) to be 
continuous and continuously differentiable with respect to t. The latter 
condition can in fact be relaxed to require boundedness and Lipschitz 
continuity with respect to t. However, such regularity cannot be expected 
in Problem 1.2. Whether this regularity is really necessary for the continua- 
tion result is apparently not known. 
We remark that the proof of a bang-bang result in [ 1, p. 134, Corollary 
l] is in fact incorrect for a number of reasons. In the first place Mizohata’s 
theorem covers only the simultaneous vanishing of w  and aw/av on open 
subsets of time-like surfaces (so that the best one could hope for is a 
“bang-bang” result of the kind discussed in the previous paragraph). 
Second, the boundary condition in the linearised problem satisfied by w  
does not have the regularity needed for continuation. Indeed we know of 
no correctly proved “bang-bang” principle for any problem of the kind we 
are considering. 
Further progress on the “bang-bang” principle for Problem 1.2 therefore 
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depends on refinements of the various unique continuation properties 
mentioned above. We now use an argument based on total positivity (see 
Karaliat [lo], Glashoff [7], Schmidt [lS]) to show that a “bang-bang” 
principle holds for a variant of Problem 1.2 involving space dimension 1 
and boundary values f which make g,(u,f) Lipschitz in t. 
First we introduce useful notational conventions for the case n = 1. When 
D= (a, b), ao= {a, b} and au/& = g( u, f ) conveniently represent two 
endpoint conditions 
and 
Also the surface differential dS involves unit point masses at a and b. Thus 
s h(x) dS = h(u) + h(b). iiD 
These conventions allow all the identities and estimates occurring in this 
paper to be suitably interpreted also for the case n = 1. 
In case n = 1 the last result in the Appendix tells us that the solution 
u(x, t) of (1) is continuous in x. In order to achieve the regularity in t 
needed for continuation properties we shall consider boundary values f 
such that f(u, t) and f(b, t) are Lipschitz continuous (and hence absolutely 
continuous) in t. Setting r( ., t) =f,( ., t) (the partial derivative off w.r.t. t) 
one has 
f( ., t) =f”( .) + j-i r( ., s) ds. 
Physically one can think of f’(a) and f’(b) as the initial ambient tem- 
peratures at the two endpoints, while r(a, s) and r(b, s) are the rates of 
change of temperature at the two endpoints. Under the additional 
hypothesis that u” is in W’(D) and weakly satisfies the conditions 
duo E L*(D) and auO/av = g(u”, f’), we then prove in Section 5 that the 
corresponding solution u of (1) is also Lipschitz continuous in t and that 
the same is true for the trace of u on aD (this being true also in higher 
dimensions). Letting l/u/l a: denote the supremum norm on C( [a, b]), the 
space of continuous functions on [a, b], one can now introduce the 
following problem. 
1.5 Problem. Given T> 0, u” in C,([u, b]), u’ in C([a, b]),f’(a),f’(b), 
and 1y= [m, M] (with [Tm, Tm] cI), find 1 in L,,,(aDx [0, T]) such 
that 
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For this problem the existence of an optimal control 1 (corresponding to 
a boundary value f and a solution _u) is easily proved in Section 3; we note 
that we have not- been able to prove existence of optimal solutions to 
similar rate controlled problems with n > 1. XT is of course now to be 
regarded as a function with range in C( [a, b] ). In Section 4 D,J’&(~“, f) is 
shown to be well defined as a compact, linear map from L,, ,(aD x [0, T]) 
to C( [a, b] ) and is characterised by DrA$( u”, f) h = u( ., T) where u is the 
weak solution of 
If g, is continuously differentiable w.r.t. both u and f then g&f) is 
Lipschitz w.r.t. t. Under this weak regularity assumption it is proved in 
Schmidt [ 181 that there exists a kernel pa(x, t; y, s), which is “strictly 
totally positive” in x and s, such that 
= P’(x, r; Y,  s) gfMy, s)f(y, s)) NY, s) ds ds. 
It is now easy to evaluate the adjoint of Df&(uo,f). Let pT be a signed 
measure on [a, 61; then D+%$(u’,~)*P~ = gf(_u(y, ;),f(y, t)) w(y, t) (with 
(y, t) in {a, 6) x [0, T]) where 
W(Y> t)= jbPJ( x, r; Y, t) dcrT(x). 
a (5) 
One can interpret w  as the restriction to {a, b} x [0, T] of the solution to 
the backwards equation (4) with the function wT replaced by the measure 
p’. Now one can rewrite the condition (3) for the optimality of 1 as 
T  
H 0 JD g&J-) w [r(-,s)-r(.,s)]ds]dSdi>O 
for all r in L,,,(aDx [0, T]), (6) 
505/78/l-7 
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where w  is defined as above in terms of a measure p’ belonging to the sub- 
gradient &j(HT(uO,f)) where now d(u) = IJu - U’ II m. From the definition of 
subgradients one has, for any v in C( [a, b]) and v1 = &-(~‘,f) - ul, that 
II4 00 - llv’ll 00 a [v-v’] d/d? (7) 
Successively setting u equal to 0 and to 20’ one sees that 
llv’ll,=j~bv’dpT. (8) 
It follows easily, in case v1 does not vanish identically, that the total mass 
l~~l([,,b]) is at least 1. Setting u=v2 in (7), where ll~~1/~=1 and 
JS:~2~PT=IP*Iu-4m one sees that Ip’l([a, b])= 1. Then (8) implies 
that I,~ has support in the set S, UK, where S, = {XE [a, b]: 
u’(x)= +ll~lllcc >, and that pT is non-negative on S, and non-positive on 
S-. Since the continuous function v1 cannot oscillate infinitely often 
between its maximum and minimum values this implies that the measure 
pT (or, more precisely, its Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to the 
variation measure pLT) has at most finitely many (essential) sign changes on 
[a, 61. The strict total positivity of pd(x, T;y, t) in x and t (with y equal 
to a or b) then implies that w(a, t) and w(b, t) have finitely many sign 
changes and finitely many zeroes (for definitions and details see [18]). 
Now, integrating by parts, one can rewrite (6) as 
s d Cv(a, s)Cr(a, s) -~(a, ~11 + v(b, s)Cr(b, s) -r(h s)ll ds 2 0 (9) 
for all r in L,, J(aD x [0, T] ), where 
Assuming that g,.> 0 it follows from the properties of w(y, t) (with y = a or 
6) that ~(y, s) also has finitely many zeroes and sign changes (since 
between zeroes of u( y, s) there must be sign changes in w( y, s)). It follows 
from (9) that r(s) is “bang-bang.” We have proved our final result. 
1.6 THEOREM. Problem 1.5 has a solution. If in addition to the previous 
hypotheses one assumes 
IS continuously differentiable w.r.t. u and f, and the same is true 
for g li) g . UY 
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(iii) U’E W’(D) and weakly satisfies AU’E L,(D) and L+u”/c?v =
du”>fo)Y 
then any solution I( y, s) almost everywhere takes on the values m or M 
depending on whether q( y, s) is positive or negative. Moreover _r has only a 
finite number of (essential) switching points. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF WEAK SOLUTIONS 
Our notion of weak solution is an adaptation of a similar notion for 
linear equations used in [ 111. We need to recall the definitions of a 
number of relevant function spaces and introduce appropriate notation for 
their norms and inner products. We shall use the Lebesgue spaces 
L,(D), L,(D), L,(dD), L,(~D), LAD x co, Tl), L,(D x co, Tl), L*(dD x 
[0, T]), and L,(aDx [0, T]) with norms denoted by (I.j), /I.I/gi, II.Ila, 
II . II m, J, II. II =, II. II m, T, Il. II 8, T, and II. II m, a, T. For the L, spaces the inner 
products will be analogously subindexed. 
W’,’ will denote the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on 
D x [O, T] possessing square integrable distribution derivatives in x, with 
inner product (u, v),++o = (u, v),+ (Vu, Vu),, where V denotes the gradient 
operator with respect to the components of x. 
WY1 will denote the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on 
D x [0, T] possessing square integrable distribution derivatives in x and t, 
with inner product (u, v)~;I = (u, v),+ (VU, Vu),+ (ut, v,)~, where U, 
denotes the partial derivative of ZJ with respect to t. 
V, will denote the Banach space consisting of all functions in W>’ 
having a finite norm Ilull y2 = ess sup{ jlu( ., t)ll: t E [0, T]} + IlVuII =. 
Vk” will denote the Banach space consisting of functions in V, such that 
u( ., t) is continuous in t with respect to the norm topology of L,(D), with 
norm l\ull,;o=max{Ilu(., t)ll: tE [0, T]}+ llVullT. 
Finally V$ I” is the subset of V$” consisting of those functions which 
satisfy the condition 
$$(u)=/~~~~/~~~[u(x, t+s)-u(x, t)]‘dxdt+O, as d-+0. (10) 
We shall assume that the domain D is bounded and has a boundary 
which is both Lipschitz in the sense of [ 13, p. 151 and piecewise smooth in 
the sense of [ 11, p. 91; this evades the task of comparing the two technical 
definitions, and allows us to draw freely from both sources. 
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Note that any function in Wt ’ will have a square integrable “trace” 
on the boundary of D x [O, r], while functions in W$’ will have a square 
integrable trace on the lateral boundary aD x [0, T]. The book of Necas 
[13] is a good reference for this. 
We shall use the following notion of weak solution adapted to the 
non-linear problem (1) from [ 111. 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let u” E L*,,(D) and f E L,, ,(aD x [0, 7’1). Then 
UE v*,, ‘3’ is said to be a weak solution of (1) if g(u,f) E L,(dD x [0, r]) and 
for all 4 E W’, ’ satisfying d( ., 7) = 0 
51 ,: C-4x, t) 4,(x, t) + Wx, t) .VW, !)I dx dt D 
= j- u”(x) dx, 0) dx + s’j- g(u(x, t) ,f(x, ~1) 4(x, t) dS dt. (11) 
D 0 dD 
Remark. If the non-linear boundary condition au/& =g(u,f) is 
replaced by a linear boundary condition au/& = h with h E Lz(aD x [0, T]) 
the requirement for a weak solution is modified by replacing g(u(x, t), 
f(x, t)) by h(x, t) in the identity. This is the concept used in [Ill. The 
weak solution of the non-linear problem can of course also be regarded as 
a weak solution of the linear problem with h(x, t) =g(u(x, t),f(x, t)). 
Under appropriate conditions we shall prove the existence and unique- 
ness of weak solutions of (1). We begin by proving some maximal principle 
results for weak solutions. This will be done within the framework of [l 1 ] 
by adapting analogous arguments for weak solutions of elliptic equations 
due to Stampachia and conveniently described in [ 13, p. 3231. 
2.2 LEMMA. LetfEL,(Dx[O, T])anddefinef’(., t)=~F’{:+~f(.,s)ds, 
where 1(x, s) is equal to f(x, s) for s in [O, T] and to 0 for s > T. Then f a 
is in L,(Dx [0, T]) and Ilf-f"jlr-O as SJO. 
The proof is a nice exercise involving Schwarz’s inequality and Fubini’s 
theorem. The proof of the next proposition is more intricate. 
2.3 PROPOSITION. Let u be a weak solution of au/at = Au, au/c% = h, 
a( ., 0) = u”. Then, letting u+ denote the “positive part” of u, one has the 
identity 
;j- 
D 
[u+(., T)2+u+(-,0)2]dx+[oT/D lVu+12dxdt 
= j~~~u+(.,O)dx+j-~‘j~~hu+dSdt. (12) 
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Proof: For 4 in W’, ’ we have 
fOTjD [-u(,+vu.v~]dxdr=j-Duo&o)dx+~oTJ-Dh(dsdr. (13) 
The idea is to set 4 = u”, ( ., t), as defined in the preceding lemma, and then 
to pass carefully to the limit as 6 JO. It is not too difhcult to verify that u”, 
belongs to WI,‘, that u”,(., T)=O, that V~6,(.,t)=b-‘S:+~Va+(.,s)ds, 
and that (a/at) u”,( ., t) = Dd z.2( ., t) =6-l [ti( ., t + 6) - ti( -, t)]. Trivially 
UU, =22+; also one can follow Necas [ 131 to show that u + is in P’$’ and 
that Vu.Vu+ = lVu+ 12. 
Since U, is in V>” u, ( ., t) is continuous as a function from [0, T] to 
L,(D) and therefore a”, ( ., 0) converges to u, ( ., 0) in L,(D) as 6 JO; thus 
~~~Duoud,(.,o)dx=~Duo~+(.,o)dx. (14) 
It follows from the lemma that u”, converges to U+ in W$’ as 6 JO and 
hence also that the trace on 8D x [0, r] of u”, converges to that of U, ; 
consequently 
lim ,~o~oTjJ’~V~~ dxdt=j=j Vu.Vu+ dx dt = 
0 D 
and 
T  
lim Sf 
T  
610 0 
bus, dS dt = 
ff 
hu + dS dt. 
JD 0 8D 
(16) 
It remains to pass to the limit in 
T  si au”, dxdt= - = 0 Dat ss uD&ii+ dxdt 0 D 
T-6 
=-f s 
T  
uD,u+ dxdt+F’ 
0 D f s 
uu, dx dt. 
T-6 D 
The second term on the right converges to ID u + ( ., T)’ dx. We shall show 
that the first term has limit ijD [ - U+ ( ., T)’ + U, ( ., 0)2] dx by proving 
(A) fEjoT-*jD[uDbu+-u+D6u+,dxdt=O; 
(B) ~~~oT-6jD~+R++ dxdl=fS, [u+(., T)2-u+(.,0)2]dx. 
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Then 
T  
lim 
si 610 0 
d-u: dxdt=l (17) 
D at 
2 I D Cu+(., T12+u+(., O)‘l dx; 
identity (12) now follows from (13) using (14) to (17). 
To prove (A) and (B) we rely on Theorem 5.1 of [ 1 l] which in 
particular guarantees that u belongs to V$ ‘I2 so that (10) holds. 
To prove (A) we begin by noting that 
T-- 6 
s s 
CuD,u+ -u+ 
0 D 
D,u+] dxdt= joT-‘s, [u-u,] D,u+ dxdt 
= u(., t)u+(., t+6)6-‘dxdt, 
where N(u, 6) = ((x, t) E D x [O, T]: u(x, t) < O}. This converges to 0 
because of (10) and the following estimates (noting that on ~(a, 6) both 
-u(., t)u+(., t+6) and u(., t+d)u+(*, t+J)=u+(., t+6)2 are non- 
negative): 
u(., t+@u+(., t+6)6-‘dxdt 
Wu. 6) 
+ ss,,., 6) 
-~(.,t)~+(.,t+6)6~ldxdt 
= 
ss t-d., t+d)-U(., t)][u+(; t+h)-u+(., t)] 6-l dxdt Mu. 6) 
~-u”a(~)“2~~(u+)“2~~~(u). 
We turn to (B). By simple algebra 
T-S 
s s 
1 T-6 
u+Ddu+ dxdt=- 
0 D I s 2 0 D 
D&:)dxdt-&(u+). 
Thus, since Y6(u+) <Y8(u), it follows from (10) that (B) is equivalent to 
lim jT-6jDDg(u:)dxdt=jJu+(.,T)2-u+(.,0)2]dx. 6-O 0 
This, in turn, follows easily from the following identities which involve a 
simple change of variables “t to t + 6”: 
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T-S I s Da( u: ) dx dt 0 D 
=6-’ joT-“s 
D 
u+(., t+6)2dxdt-jo’-ijDu+(., t)zdxdt 1 
=a-‘j;-6jDu+(.,t)2dxdt-6-1j6j u+(.,t)‘dxdt. 
0 D 
The proof of the proposition is now complete. 
We can now easily prove several variants on the maximum principle. 
2.4 THEOREM. Let u and ii be weak solutions of (1) corresponding respec- 
tively to data u”, f and zi”,f with essential range in I and satisfying u” Q ii’, 
f<f. Then u<U. 
Proof One can easily check that v = u-U is a weak solution of 
au 
-= Av, at 
Applying Proposition 2.3 to v one obtains 
; j 
D 
[v+(., T)2+v+(.,0)2] dx+ jo’ jD lVv+12dxdt 
= D(u”-tio)v+(.,O)dx+jTj 
s Cdu,f)-A&f)1 v, dsdt 0 dD 
=jD(uo-U’)v+(.,O)dx+ jl [g(u,f)-g(u,f)](u-ii), dSdt, 
A(u. zi) 
where A(u, U) = ((x, t) E D x [0, T]: u(x, t) > U(x, t)>. Since on A(u, U) one 
has g(u,f) <g(hf) Gg(%S) and (U - fi) + > 0, and the latter surface 
integral is non-positive. In fact both terms on the right of the identity are 
non-positive while those on the left are non-negative. It follows that both 
sides must vanish and so v + = 0 and hence u < U. 
By supposing in the last theorem that u and ~7 are two weak solutions 
corresponding to the same data one deduces that u <U and that u < u so 
that u=U. Hence 
2.5 COROLLARY. For given data u” and f  (1) has at most one weak 
solution. 
Noting that u z c (a constant) is the weak solution of (1) corresponding 
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to data u” = c and f = c two applications of Theorem 2.4 (with c = m and 
c = M(i) yield the next result. 
2.6 COROLLARY. Let u be a weak solution of (1). If u” andf are bounded 
below by m (or above by M) almost everywhere, the same is true for u. 
We shall also need the following a priori estimate on weak solutions. 
2.7 THEOREM. Let u and U be weak soIutions of (1) corresponding respec- 
tively to data u”, f and ii”, f with essential range in J, a subinterval of I such 
that g(u, f) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on J x J. Then, for any t in 
CO, Tl, 
ja [u(., t)-ii(., t)]‘dx+j; ja IV(u-U)l’dxds 
<C 
{j 
D (u”-U’)‘dx+ j’ j o ao (f-3)“s ds 9 
1 
SI 
; o ([u(+s)-ii(~,s)]2+JV(u-ti)12}dxds 
<c 
i j 
D (u”-iio)2dx+ j; s,, (f-f)‘dSds 
1 
, 
and 
s, [u(-, t)-u(., t)]‘dx+j; 5, (V(u-U)l’dxds 
<:c 
i j 
o (~~-u~)~dx+ j’j o dD lu--I If-YldSds 
Here C is a suitable positive constant. 
ProoJ Clearly v = u - u is a weak solution of 
&I 
z= Au, 
l3J 
ly=g(U,fbg(U,f), v( .) 0) = u” - u”. 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
In the corresponding weak identity one sets 4 = v’, where now t plays the 
role of T; passing to the limit as S 10 one obtains 
; jD [v( ., t)’ + v( ., O)‘] dx + j; ja IVv12 dx ds 
= jD(uo-~o)v(-,OMx+j; J‘dDCg(u,f)--8(1(,f)lvdSds. (21) 
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Now using the hypotheses on g we obtain the estimate 
M%f) -g(kf)l fJ 
= M&f)-dfi,f)lCu-4 + Cg(cf)-d~>f)lC~-~l 
d Cd&f) -dkf)l[Iu - 4 
G C,If-31 Iu- 4 = c./ IS-31 b (22) 
Then, returning to (21), using the inequality 2ab < [&‘a’ + E-~ b*] several 
times along with a trace inequality and integration with respect to t one 
successively proves the estimates. 
We can now prove the existence of weak solutions. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Uniqueness has been proved. It is enough to 
prove existence for bounded data because the previous theorem then allows 
the extension to square integrable data with essential range in J. For this 
we use the Leray-Schauder theorem (see Gilbarg and Trudinger [6]) 
together with results on the linear equation collected together in the 
Appendix. 
Note first that we can without loss of generality suppose that 0 EJ. 
Otherwise respectively replace J, u”, A g, and u by J, = J - c, r.4: = u” - c, 
A.=f-c, g,,(u,f) =g(u+c,f+ c) (defined on Z, x 1, with Zc=Z-c), and 
2.4,. = u-c. 
We now assume that the essential ranges of u” and f lie in [m, M] c J 
where m<O<M. 
Let I/= L,(aD x [0, T]) (with norm lIuI( ,,) and define %?( .): V+ T/r,, M, 
by setting W(u)(x) equal to V(X), m, or M depending on whether u(x) is in 
[m, M], ( - co, m), or (M, co ). Note that B is non-linear but continuous. 
Next we define a function .9(u, 0): V x [0, l] + V as follows. Given u in 
V let u = u,; e be the weak solution (whose existence and uniqueness are 
guaranteed by Theorem 5.1 of [ 11, p. 1601) of the linear problem 
au 
-= Au, at 
then set P(u, 0) equal to the trace of u on aD x [0, T]. One can deduce 
that 9(u, 1) has a fixed point and, subsequently, that this fixed point is 
associated with a weak solution of (1) provided that one can show 
(if 5(u, 0) = 0; 
(ii) 9(u, (3): Vx [0, 11 + V is compact; 
(iii) there exists a constant C (independent of 0) such that 
F(u, e) = u (for some e) implies l\ull “<C. 
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Statement (i) is trivial. To prove (ii) note that for all 8 and u 
consequently the map which assigns to (u, ~9) the function Bg(W(v),f) 
is a continuous map from Vx [0, l] to L,,,.(c?D x [0, T]) with 
J’ = [g(M, m), g(m, M)]. The compactness of 9 then follows directly from 
Theorem A.8(ii) of the Appendix. Finally (iii) is proved by noting that 
9(v, 0) = u implies that u = trace u with u = u,, e satisfying (23), so that (iii) 
is a consequence of the trace theorem and the energy estimate stated in 
Theorem A.4 of the Appendix. This completes the proof of the fact that 
F(v, 1) has a fixed point. 
Corresponding to the fixed point u we have a solution to 
@+/ju au - = g(k%(trace u),f). at ’ av u(.,O)=uO 
(since trace u = u) and it remains only to show that B(trace U) = trace u, 
or that m 6 trace u d AL Proposition 2.3 applied to w  = U-M in place of 
u gives 
;JD [w+(., T)2+W+(.,0)2] dx+j’J, IVw+ 12dxdt 
= I 
D 
(u’-M)~+(~,O)dx+~~~~~~g(~(traceu),f) w, dSdt 
1 1 (u’-M)~+(~,O)dx+~~~g(M,f)trace(u--M)dSdt, 
D 
where A = {(x, t) E aD x [O, r]: trace u(x, t) > Mj. Since the latter terms 
are non-positive one can conclude that w  + = 0, and hence that u and trace 
tl are bounded above by M. Similarly trace u is bounded below by m. The 
theorem is proved. 
3. EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL CONTROLS 
In this section we prove the existence of optimal controls for Problems 
1.2 and 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We choose a minimising sequence {f, j:= 1 for 
Problem 1.2; then 
,,l”, IIZAu”,fn) - d II = infCIIS(u”,f) - u’Il:f E &.(aD x [0, T])}. 
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Let u, denote the solution of (1) corresponding to data u” and fn, and let 
gn =g(%t9f,). s ince u” andf, are uniformly bounded above and below the 
same is true for u,, by Corollary 2.6, and hence for g,. By Theorem 2.7 we 
also have a uniform bound on l(u, 11 w;o and Ilu, 11 v;o. We can now choose 
subsequences and relabel in such a way that 
(i) { g,,}r=, converges weakly to g in L,(aD x [0, T]), and 
(ii) {u}n”= 1 converges weakly to _u in W:s ‘. 
From Theorem A.8 of the Appendix it then also follows that the traces of 
u, converge in L,(aD x [0, 7’1). From Theorem 2.7 we have the estimate 
T  
Ilu,-u,ll;~odC IS 0 aD IL-fml Len--ml dsdt 
and it follows that { ull}Fz i converges in Vi, ‘, necessarily to u since the 
injection of V$ O into Wk” is continuous. Then also the traces of u, 
converge to the trace of u in L,(aD x [0, 7J). 
Next we show that one can find f in L,, ,(aD x [0, T] ) with g = g(u,f). 
Hence, passing to the limit in 
T  
u’~(x, 0) dx + ff duwfn) ds dt, 0 aD 
one sees that _u is the weak solution corresponding to f: It then remains 
only to show that f is optimal. 
In order to show -the existence off we consider, for u a given bounded 
function in I+ O, the following set of functions on aD x [O, T]: 
Ku= idu,f):fELL,,,(aD x CO, Tl)). 
This is a convex, closed, and bounded subset of L,(aD x [0, T]). Bounded- 
ness is trivial. That K, is convex follows from the fact that g(u,f) is 
continuous and strictly monotone in f: Ag(u,f,) + (1 - 1) g(u,f.) =g(u,S) 
uniquely determines f with values between f, and f2 and f is measurable 
because g(u, f) = h determines f as a continuous function of u and h. That 
K, is closed also follows from that latter fact together with the remark that 
any sequence {du,fJ)Z=, convergent in L,(dD x [0, r]) has an almost 
everywhere convergent subsequence { g(u, f,,)} p= 1 : this implies that 
( fnk)pcl also converges almost everywhere to f, say, with g(u, f) = 
lim g(4 f, ). 
We return to the sequence {u, }z= 1 converging to _u in P’$” and to 
( g,},“, i converging weakly to g. We show that { g(u, f,)} ,“= , is weakly 
convergent to g in L,(i?D x [0, T]); since, by Alaoglu’s theorem, Kg is 
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weakly closed it then follows that g belongs to K,, i.e., that g=g(u,j) for 
some fin L,, ,(aD x [0, T] ) as was to be proved..Note that 
which converges to 0 in L,(aD x [0, T]). Since {g(u,,f,)},“, , is weakly 
convergent to g the same is true for {g&f,)},“, , . 
Finally we note that f is optimal because the convergence of U, to u in 
I’:,” implies that XTJH 2 a,( ., T) converges to Y&J= _u( ., T) in L,(D); this 
completes the proof. 
Proof of existence for Problem 1.5. One chooses a minimising sequence 
lrn>iF=l converging weakly to 1. Since i3D is finite f,( ., t) = 
f “( .) + sh r,( ., S) ds converges pointwise, and hence in L,, ,(aD x [0, T]) 
(with J= [Tm, TM]), to f( ., t) =f O( .) + Jhr( ., S) ds. Let U, and _u be the 
corresponding solutions of (1). By Theorem 2.7, U, converges to _u in W:,’ 
and hence the traces also converge. Then, since 
l&+“~fJ-&f)l s Ig(Fl~f,)-g(_u~f,)l + Igk4fn)-g(uJ-)l 
G wG2 --El + Ig(L4fn) -g(_uJ-)I? 
g(u,,f,) converges to g(_u,f) in Lz(8D x [0, T]) and so, by Theorem A.9 
u,( ., T) converges to _u( ., T) in C( [a, 61). The optimality of I follows. 
4. PROPERTIES OF D@$(u’, f) 
In this section we prove the following result concerning the linearised 
problem. 
4.1 THEOREM. Let J be a compact subinterval of I and suppose that 
g(u, f) is continuously differentiable on Jx J. Let U’E L,,(D) and 
fe L,,,(aD x [0, T]) be given. Then the solution operator 3Ec;(u”, -): 
%a ,(aD x CO, Tl) + L,(D) h as a compact Frechet derivative at f; in other 
words there exists a compact linear map D,X;-tu”,f): L,(aD x [0, T]) + 
L,(D) such that for f in L,, ,(aD x [0, T]) 
I13E”;(u”,f) - G(u”,f) - +%(U’,f)(f -f,ll = 4lf -fll oc,a, ~1. 
Moreover 
D~~~(~“J’)(f -f) = Y-r&J-)(f -f) = o( ., T), 
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where v is the weak solution of the linear problem 
U=dv 
at ’ 2 - L4t?!J-) v = g/Q4f)(f--f), v( ‘) 0) = 0, (25) 
u being the solution of (1) corresponding to b 
When n = 1 and D = (a, b) the same result holds with C( [a, b] ) in place 
of&(D). 
Proof Here we again rely heavily on the properties of the linear 
problem to be found in the Appendix. Let u and _u be the solutions of (1) 
corresponding to admissible boundary data f and f, respectively, and v be 
as above. We let w  = u - _u - v, and then set out to prove that 11 w( ., r)ll = 
4 Ilf -fll m, a, T) which will yield all the assertions of the theorem except for 
the compactness of & which is proved in Theorem A.8. 
The function w  is a weak solution of the heat equation with zero initial 
condition and satisfying the linear boundary condition 
~+rrw=g(u,f.)-n(u.f)-y.(tr,f)(u-u)-g,(u,f-~)=h, (26) 
where _a = -g,(_u, f) is non-negative. Now g( ., .): Jx J-P R has uniformly 
bounded partial -derivatives on Jx J and thus is uniformly Frechet 
differentiable there. From h = o( (u - z-4 + 1 f-f I ) it follows easily that 
h=o(Ilu-_ull co. T + Ilf -fll al. a, 74. 
Next we show that (I u - _ull Iu, T = @/If-f I/ m, a, T). To see this note that 
u - _u satisfies the heat equation with zero mitial condition along with the 
linear boundary condition 
where Q is the non-negative function defined by 
a(x, t) = 0 or -cgt4-% t),f(x, t))-&4x, t),f(x, t))l/C4x, t)-ub, t)l 
depending on whether u(x, t) - ~(x, t) vanishes or not. Lemma A.3 then 
implies Ilu - _ull m, T= Wf -fll m, d, T). 
One now concludes that ljhll to, T = o( I/ f -fll cD, a, T) and another applica- 
tion of Lemma A.3 to (26) yields 
IIM .Y VII = 4 llf -fll 00, ii, T). 
The final statement of the theorem follows by Theorem A.9 of the 
Appendix because the arguments made above all involved the supremum 
norm. 
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Remarks. (1) While L,,,(aDx [0, T]) and L,,,(dDx [0, T]) contain 
the same functions the norm of the former seems to be more appropriate 
for the result on Frechet differentiation. 
(2) The argument used in the above proof also yields the following 
L, estimate complementary to the L, estimate of Theorem 2.7: if u and _u 
are solutions of (1) corresponding to bounded data u’, f and _u”,f, respec- 
tively, then 
IId ., t) - u( .? t)ll m G cc lb0 - Poll co + Ilf -J-II 00, d, Tl. 
The adjoint D,&(u”,f)* =g,@,f) y: of the Frechet derivative is 
determined by the following well-known characterisation of 9;. 
4.2 PROPOSITION. Let wT E L,(D). Then YT wT = trace w, where w is the 
weak solution of 
dW 
- -Aw, 
aw 
at- 
~-gu(“,f)w=O, w( ., T) = wT. (27) 
5. A REGULARITY THEOREM 
In this section we show, under suitable hypotheses involving also the 
initial data, that if f is uniformly Lipschitz (and hence absolutely) 
continuous w.r.t. t for a.e. x in aD, then the same is true for the weak solu- 
tion u to (1). Moreover the trace of u has the same regularity for a.e. x in 
aD. We begin with a lemma about the linear problem with boundary data 
Lipschitz continuous in time. 
5.1 LEMMA. Let h E L,(dD x [0, T]) be untformly Lipschitz continuous 
in t for a.e. x in aD; it follows that h is a.e. differentiable w.r.t. t (with a 
derived function h, which is essentially bounded) and has the form 
h(x, t) = ho(x) + j-i h,(x, s) ds. 
Also let MOE W,(D) weakly satisfy the conditions AU’E L,(D) and 
au”/av = go. Let u be the weak solution of the linear problem 
au 
-= Au, 
au 
at %=A> u(.,O)=uO. (28) 
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Then u and the trace of u can respectively be represented as 
u(x, t) = u’(x) + 1: w(x, s) ds for a.e. x in D 
trace u(x, t) = trace u”(x) + ji trace w(x, s) ds for a.e. x in aD, 
where w is the weak solution of 
*=dw aw-h 
at ’ 37 1) w(~,o)=Llu”. 
Proof: To prove the result we show that U(t, x) = u”(x) + j& w(x, s) ds, 
satisfies (28) weakly and hence must coincide with U; the statement about 
traces can then also be readily justified. That U belongs to V$” (and also 
to W> ‘) is easily verified, so one need only check the weak identity 
associated with (28). 
Let q5 E C’(B x [0, T]) with 4(x, T) = 0 (such functions are dense in the 
space of test functions for weak solutions). Then 
= si [ - U(x, t) cjl(x, t) + VU(x, t) .Vd(x, t)] dx dt 0 D 
= - jOTjD [u’(x)+ j;w(x, s) ds ] 4,(x, t) dx dt 
T  
+ IS Vu’(x) .V&x, t) dx dt 0 D 
Vw(x, s) .Vqb(x, t) ds 1 dx dt. 
= j u’(x) 4(x, 0) dx + j’ j w(x, t) 4(x, t) dx dt 
D 0 D 
+ joT jD Vu’(x) .Vd(x, t) dx dt 
+I,‘[j’jD[ 
- w(x, s) ; 4(x, t) +Vw(x, s) .V&x, t) 1 1 dx ds dt, 
where we have integrated by parts and inserted the identically vanishing 
term -w(x, s)(a/as) 4(x, t). Since w  is a weak solution of (29) one has 
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-w(x,s)~+~(x, t)+Vw(x,s).Vq5(x, t) dxds 
1 
= - j w(x, 1) 4(x, t) dx + j- Au’(x) 4(x, t) dx 
D D 
Substituting this back, integrating the last term w.r.t. S, and using the 
identity 
J: [Vu”(x) .VqQ, t) + duo(x) 4(x, t)] dx = c,, ho(x) 4(x, 1) dS 
(which is a consequence of the assumption on u’), one finally obtains 
T SI [ - U(X, t) 4,(x, r) + VU(x, t) .V&X, r)] dx dr 0 D 
= ID U”(X) &x, 0) dx + jO’JD [VU”(X) .V#(X, r) + AU’(X) 4(x, r)] dx dr 
’ + 
ss 
[h(x, r) - h’(x)] 4(x, r) dS dr 
0 8D 
= 1 u”(x)((x,O)dx+j’/ h(x,r)b(x,r)dSdr. 
D 0 dD 
Thus the proof is complete. 
Now we are in a position to prove the following. 
5.2 THEOREM. Let g be continuously differentiable with respect to both u 
and f with g, > 0 on J x J (J a compact subinterval of I). Let 
f E L,, ,(aD x [0, T] ) be uniformly Lipschirz continuous in r for a.e. x in aD 
and suppose that u” E L,, J(D) n W’(D) weakly satisfies Au0 E L,(D) (with 
Au0 essentially bounded) and au’/& = g(u”, f ‘) (where?(x) = f (x, 0)). Then 
the solution u of (1) and the trace of u can respectively be represented as 
U(X, r) = U”(X) + Ji W(X, S) ds for a.e. x in D 
and 
trace u(x, t) = trace u’(x) + 1: trace w(x, s) ds for a.e. x in aD, 
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where w  is the weak solution of 
aw 
%=Aw, w( 1, 0) = Au’. ((30) 
Proof Certainly, if u is differentiable w.r.t. t, w  = U, should satisfy (30). 
However, it does not seem possible to verify directly, as in the linear case, 
that U(x, t) = u”(x) + j& w(x, s) d s weakly satisfies (1). Our strategy is 
essentially as follows: we again use the Leray-Schauder theorem to prove 
the existence of w  satisfying the following non-linear variant of (30): 
aw 
xt=Awy g =g,(U,f) w+g/Wf )f,, 
u( ., 0) = Au’. (31) 
This is a non-linear problem because of the relationship between U and w. 
The boundary condition can be rewritten as aw/av = (a/&) g(U, f ). So 
then, by the lemma, U is a solution of (1) and hence equals U, in which case 
(31) also coincides with (30) so that the theorem follows. 
We again assume without loss of generality that 0 EJ. Instead of 
imposing the side condition that U have range contained in J we extend g 
from Jx J to R x R in such a way that the extended function g has the 
same monotonicity and smoothness properties as g with 
-c<g,< -b-CO and O<&<C. 
Now the boundary condition in (31) can be rewritten as 
aw 
-= -g,(U,f)CC-gr(U,f)/g,(U,f)lf,-wl. av 
In accordance with the max principle (Corollary 2.6 as it applies to linear 
boundary conditions of the form au/& = g( f - U) with 0 > 0) we therefore 
expect II w]I ~ to be bounded by the maximum of C/S11 f, II m and llAu” II oo. 
We choose M slightly bigger than the latter bound. Letting 
V= L,(D x [0, T]) we define B: 9” + V by setting %7(0)(x, t) equal to 
u(x, t), -A4 or A4 depending on whether D(X, t) is between --A4 and M, 
less than -A4 or greater than M. For 19 in [0, l] we also define J$,: -I/‘ -+ V 
by 4(0)(x, t) = Quo(x) + Jb g(u)(x, s) ds. We now apply the Leray- 
Schauder theorem to the map F(u, 0): -Ir x [0, l] -+ -Y- defined as follows: 
@(u, 0) is equal to trace w  where w  = w,, B is the solution of the linear 
problem 
aw 
-=Aw, 
at 
2 = @,M,(u),f) g’(u) + EgJs(U)?f )f,? w( .) 0) = BAUO. 
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We remark that it was necessary to extend g to g because &B(u) may not 
have range in J. It is immediate that 
(i) 9(u, 0) = 0. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.8 one shows that 
(ii) %(v, 0): V x [0, l] + V is compact. 
Finally one verifies 
(iii) there exists a constant C such that 9(u, 0) = u implies 
lbllu- d c. 
This is an easy consequence of Theorem A.4 (with 17=0) which, in 
conjunction with the various hypotheses on the problem, implies that 
WC& WV- is uniformly bounded for all u and 0. It follows that there exists 
u satisfying 9(u, 1) = u, i.e., u = trace w  where w  satisfies 
w( ‘) 0) = duo. 
It remains to show that the essential range of w  is in [ -A4, M] so that 
g(w) = w  and u = w  satisfies 
u=~u al - =E,(O;f) u+&wJ)f,=+m at ’ av u( .) 0) = duo. 
For then it follows by Lemma 5.1 that U is a solution of (1) with g 
replaced by S; by the maximum principle (Corollary 2.6) U has range in .7 
so g can be replaced by g and one finally concludes that u = U. 
To show that w  d M apply Proposition 2.3 to W = w  - M to get 
1 ijD [a+(., v*+ - W+(.,O)*]dx+jTj Ivw+l*dxdt 
0 D 
= D(du”-M)w+(.,O)dx I 
+ joT s,, C~,M(wM W(w) +&MbMX-tl @+ dsdt 
= D(~u”-M)G+(~,O)dx 
s 
+ jj, -g,(~;(w),f)CCg~~(w),f)/s,(~(w),f)lft- Ml(w - W ds dt, 
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where d is the subset of ao x [0, T] on which w  is greater than M. If d 
has positive measure the right hand side is negative contradicting the non- 
negativity of the left hand side. Thus d has measure zero. Since in any case 
the right hand side is non-positive it also follows that the left hand side 
vanishes so that W+ vanishes identically and hence W< M. One proves 
similarly that w  2 -M. 
APPENDIX 
PROPERTIES OF THE LINEAR INITIAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
In this appendix we gather together essential properties of the linear 
initial boundary value problem 
in D x [0, T], 
au 
y+OU=h, in aD x [0, T], (32) 
u(-,O)=uO, in D, 
where CT is a bounded, measurable, non-negative function defined on 
aD x [0, T], u” is in L,(D), and h is in L,(aD x [0, T]). Many of these 
results are well known at least for classical solutions and are therefore in 
no way surprising. However, we have not been able to find suitable referen- 
ces under our hypotheses on aD, 0, and h; therefore we do provide or 
indicate proofs. 
The existence of a weak solution is guaranteed by [ll, p. 170, Theorem 
5.11; this is required to satisfy 
EC I 
T 
u”#( ., 0) dx + 
D II hq5 dS dt 0 dD 
for all 4 in W ’ satisfying #( ., T) = 0. As an easy consequence of Proposi- 
tion 2.3, replacing h by h - cw and then bringing the term involving 0 to 
the left hand side of (4), an easy proof along the lines of Theorem 2.4 
justifies the following “comparison theorem” for weak solutions. 
A.1 THEOREM. Let u and U be weak solutions of (32) corresponding to 
data u”, h and ti’, h respectively, where h < h and u” < ii’. Then u < 1s. 
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Noting that u = 0 is the solution of (32) corresponding to u” = 0 and 
f = 0 and that, in the case when (T = 0, u = c is the solution to the problem 
with u” = c and f = 0 one immediately has 
A.2 COROLLARY. (a) If u is a solution of (32) corresponding to non- 
negative (or non-positive) data then u is non-negative (or non-positive). 
(b) Zf a = 0 and u is the solution corresponding to boundary value f = 0 
and an initial function u” which is bounded above by M (or below by m) the 
same bound applies to u. 
In general, for non-homogeneous boundary conditions or when r~ does 
not vanish identically, the situation is not so simple; however, bounded 
data do yield a bounded solution. 
A.3 COROLLARY. There exists a positive constant C such that if u” and 
h are bounded above by a non-negative constant M (or, alternatively, below 
by a non-positive constant m), the corresponding weak solution u of (32) is 
bounded above by CM (or below by Cm). Hence also /I uII ocI, T d 
Cmax(Ilu”llm~ Ilhll,,~, Tl. 
Proof: First we show that the solution w  of the problem 
aw aw 
%=Aw, %=l, w(+,O)=l, 
which is non-negative by comparison with 0, is bounded above by a 
positive constant C. The boundedness of w  is of course trivial when the 
regularity of aD is sufficient to guarantee that w  is a classical solution but 
for Lipschitz boundaries we need a proof. 
We obtain w  in the form w(x, t) = ct + w’(x) + w’(x, t) where c is the 
total surface measure of aD and w” and w1 respectively satisfy 
awe 
Aw’=c, %= 1, 
aw1-Awl aw1 0 -= 
at ’ av ’ w’(.,O)=l-WO(.). 
The constant c is needed to make the defining equation for w” consistent. 
Now w” is not positive, but it is bounded above and below by [13, p. 3181. 
Hence w’( ., 0) is also bounded above and below; so by Corollary A.2 w1 
is similarly bounded, and consequently w  has an upper bound. 
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Next we note that the solution w, of 
8W 
L= Aw,, at ~+ow,= 1, w,( ., 0) = 1, 
is also bounded above. This follows from Theorem A.1 by comparison with 
w  since w, is necessarily positive by Corollary A.2 so that aw,,/av = 
1 - (TW, < 1. Thus 0 < w, d C where C is a constant independent of (T. 
Now the corollary follows by comparison of u with Mw, or mw,. 
We shall also need the following a priori estimates on weak solutions 
proved along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
A.4 THEOREM. Let u and U be weak solutions of (32) corresponding 
respectively to data u”, h and ii’, h. Then, for any t in [0, T], 
j. [u(., t)-z?(-, t)]‘dx+ j; jD jV(u-u)l*dxds 
6C 
{j 
Ju”-ti’)*dx+j; jaD(h-h)‘dSds (33) 
and 
SI ; D {[u(., t)-ii(., t)]*+ IV@-U)l*} dxds 
j;b,(h-h)*dSds . (34) 
Here C is a suitable positive constant. 
It is convenient to represent the solution of (32) in the form 
u( ., t) = “y; u” + xh, where “y; and Y: are respectively obtained by setting 
h =0 and u” =O. These operators are well defined because the weak 
solutions of (32) while only required to lie in I’, in fact lie in Vk”. 
Certainly, by the previous theorem, <: L,(D) + L,(D) and x: L,(BD x 
[0, T]) -+ L,(D) are continuous linear maps. We need more. 
A.5 LEMMA. Let o be independent oft. Then {c }lao is a semigroup. For 
each t > 0 < is a continuous map of L,[D] into W:(D); moreover it is 
compact both as a mapping from L,(D) to L,(D) and as a map of L,(D) into 
W:(D). Furthermore <: W:(D) + W:(D) is non-expansive (in fact a 
contraction ifo#O) and, if w” is in W:(D), qw” converges to w” in W:(D) 
as tl0. 
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Proof This is most easily proved with the help of the complete 
orthonormal set of eigenfunctions (4, }p= r of the Laplacian satisfying 
@,/av + 04~ = 0. These eigenfunctions correspond to eigenvalues { - A,} p= r 
which are all positive unless cr = 0 in which case 1, = 0. They are ortho- 
normal with respect to the inner product ( ., ) of L,(D). However, they 
also belong to W:(D) and, using the identity 
valid for all u in W:(D), it is not difficult to see that { (1 + ,I,)-“‘#,}km_ r 
is complete and orthonormal for that space, with respect to the inner 
product 
whose corresponding norm is equivalent to the usual norm on W:(D). 
Moreover letting uk = (u, dk ) one has the expansions 
<U,v)=~UkVk and (u,~h=~(l+~k)uk~k. 
k k 
Now ^y;U” = xk eXp( - & t) U; #k, which belongs to w;(D) for t positive 
since Ck (1 + &) exp( - 21, t) uE2 G C xk up for any u” in L,(D). The com- 
pactness of “y;: L,(D) + L,(D) follows from Rellich’s theorem. The last 
statements of the lemmas are proved with similar ease. The compactness of 
“y;: L,(D) + W:(D) follows from the semigroup property K= W’$2e,2, the 
compactness of the map K,2: L,(D) -+ L,(D) and the continuity of 
“G2 : L,(D) + w:(D). 
A.6 LEMMA. Let {h,},“=ll be a sequence in L,(aD x [0, T]) having weak 
limit h and {u, }F= 1 and u be the corresponding solutions of (32) with 
vanishing initial data. Then 
(i) {trace u”}p= r converges weakly to trace u in L,(aD x [0, T]); 
(ii) for each t in (0, T] (8 un}Fz, converges weakly to qu in L,(D). 
Proof: Since {h, }p= r is uniformly norm bounded in L2(aD x [0, T]) it 
follows from Theorem A.4 (with U”, h and U all zero) that (u”}:= r is 
uniformly bounded with respect to the norms of both W$’ and V, and 
thus {trace u,,>T= , will also be uniformly bounded in L2(aD x [0, T]). 
Thus (un}z= I and {trace u, } ,“= r will both have weakly convergent sub- 
sequences; we show that they have weak limits u and trace u, respectively, 
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by showing that if a subsequence of the former, {u, },, s say, converges 
weakly to U then U = u and {trace u,},, s converges to trace U. 
We first remark that the weak convergence of {u, jn E s to ii in W$ ’ 
implies the weak convergence of {trace U, },, s to trace 17. This follows 
easily from the fact that for fixed 4 in W$’ I(u) = j: IdD uqj dS dt is a con- 
tinuous linear functional on W$O from which one easily deduces that all 
weak limits of (trace u,},, s necessarily equal trace U. To show that u = U 
we prove that both are weak solutions of (32) corresponding to the same 
data. 
We first note that while V, is not a closed subspace of W:’ the unit ball 
of V, (and any dilation of it) is closed, convex, and thus weakly closed. 
From the uniform boundedness of the V,-norms of {u, }F= 1 it therefore 
follows that U is in V,. Passing to the limit as n E S becomes infinite the 
weak identity 
(whose left and right hand sides are continuous linear functionals on W$’ 
and L,(aD x [0, T] ), respectively) yields 
T  
if 
[-z$,+VU.V~] dxdt+ 
0 D 
joT s,, oiiq5 dS dt = JOT i;, hd dS dt, 
so that indeed ii = U, and the proof of (i) is complete. 
In order to prove (ii) we note that, again as a consequence of Theorem 
A.4, the sequence { u,( ., t)} ,“= 1 is bounded in L,(D), so that one need only 
show that any weakly convergent subsequence { u,( ., t)},, s necessarily 
converges to u( ., t). Let u be the weak limit of such a subsequence. To show 
that u = u( -, t) we need the following weak identities satisfied by u,, and u 
and valid for all b in W’, ‘: 
I 
= II h,d dS ds, 0 aD 
and 
j-;Jb [-ud,+Vu.V~]dxds+ldI,aDdUddSdS+JbU(.,t))(., t)dx 
= h# dS ds. 
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These identities are justified in [ 111; in fact they are easily proved by using 
test functions xE C$ where x,(s) equals 1 for s < t -E, 0 for s 2 t and is linear 
in between. Passing to the limit in the former identity (for YES) and 
comparing with the second identity one obtains for each 4 in W’, i and in 
particular for 4 in W’(D) that 
I, 4 .T t) 4 ., t) dx = jD v4( ., t) dx; 
It follows that v = u( ., t), and the proof is complete. 
A.7 LEMMA. (i) There is a continuous positive function s(t) defined on 
(0, T] tending to zero as t + 0, such that for h in L,(aD x [0, T]) IIY;hll < 
41) IV4 m, T. 
(ii) Zf (T is independent oft then for each t in [0, T] Y: 1 is in W:(D) 
and llY:lIIw;-Oas tll. 
Proof: From (33) with vanishing u -O, h, and U we obtain for u = xh that 
j u(., t)2dx+ j; jn IVul’dxds<C jr j h2dSds; 
D 0 dD 
(i) follows with 6(t) = kt’j2 for k a suitable constant. We note that in (1) 
llhll m, T  cannot be replaced by 11 hll 2, T. 
To prove (ii) we distinguish between the cases CJ =0 and r~ # 0. In the 
former note that Y: 1 = ct + w” - < w” where w” and c are as in the proof 
of Lemma A.3. Since w” is in W:(D) this indeed converges to 0 in W:(D) 
by Lemma AS. When IJ # 0, Y;t = w1 - qw’ where w’ satisfies Aw’ = 0 and 
awl/& + ow’ = 1 from which the result again follows. 
A.8 THEOREM. (i) For any compact interval J, y;‘: L,,,(aD x [0, T]) -+ 
L,(D) is compact. Hence also 8: L,(aD x [0, T]) + L,(D) is compact. 
(ii) For any compact interval J the linear map which assigns to h in 
L,,.(aDx [0, T]) the trace in L,(aD x [0, T]) of the solution u to (34) 
(with u” = 0) is compact. 
Proof We first treat the Neumann problem c = 0. The general case 
follows easily since the boundary condition au/& + DU = h can be inter- 
preted as a Neumann condition au/& = h - rru = h” and since by Lemma 
A.6 weak convergence of data (h, }F=, implies weak convergence of the 
corresponding Neumann data { hz} ,“= 1. 
Note first that L, ,(aD x [0, T]) is convex, closed, and hence weakly 
closed. To prove (i) ‘it is thus enough to show that if {h, }F=, converges 
weakly to h in that set then {Y;h,},“_ i converges strongly in L,(D) to xh. 
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It is easy to see that q=V8.PP,+Y8 4-a where z-,f(s)=f(s+r). By 
(i) of the previous lemma one can, given E, choose 6 so that for all n 
(1 Ya z-,(/z,, - h)ll <c/2. Then, by Lemma A.6, {x-,(h, - h)},“=, 
converges weakly to zero, and thus by Lemma A.5, (V& x:_,(h,,--A)},“,, 
converges strongly to zero, so that for n sufficiently large one has 
ll~h:h,-w4 < II~;rY:-avL-h)ll + Il%q-,(h,-h)ll <E/2+@=&. 
This completes the proof of (i). 
Again suppose that {h, } Er converges weakly to h and let M be a 
uniform bound on their absolute values. Furthermore let {u, }p= 1 and u be 
the corresponding solutions of (32) with u”= 0. The latter functions are 
uniformly bounded in W>’ by Theorem A.4, and (by Corollary A.3) their 
absolute values are also uniformly a.e. bounded by CM. It follows that 
there exists a subset N of [0, T] having measure 0, such that for t 4 N all 
the functions u,( ., t) and u( ., t) have traces in L,(dD) whose absolute 
values are uniformly a.e. bounded by CM. It is then enough to show that 
for t outside N {trace u,( ., t)},3”=, converges to trace u( ., t) in L,(aD). For 
each t 
u( ., t) - u,( ., t) = Z(h - h”) = V6Z-Jh -h,) + 96 K-a(h - A,). 
For t outside N both x(h --A,) and (by Lemma A.5) V8 q-,(h -h,) 
belong to W:(D) and so the same is true for ,P$z_,(h -h,), which 
therefore has a trace. It now follows from Theorem A.1 that 
ltrace YaK-6(hn-h)l <2Mltrace Y, 11 and so 
lItrace qY;(h -h,)ll, < [Itrace VddY:-Jh -h.)lla+ 2Mlltrace Ya llld 
Because of Lemma A.7 (ii) one can choose 6 in such a way that the last 
term is arbitrarily small. Then the penultimate term is arbitrarily small for 
n sufficiently large because of Lemmas A.5 and A.6. This completes the 
proof. 
Finally we prove a theorem concerning continuity properties of the 
solutions of (32) in case n = 1 (using the notational conventions described 
in the Introduction); similar properties hold in higher dimensions assuming 
sufficient regularity of 3D (see, for example, [8]). 
A.9 THEOREM. Let n = 1, D = (a, b) and J be a compact interval. Let 
U’E L,(D) andfE L,,,(aD x [0, T]). Then 
(i) for each t in (0, T] both < u” and sC;f belong to C( [a, 61); 
(ii) 8: L,.,(aD x [0, T]) 4 C( [a, b]) is compact. 
505/78/l-9 
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Proof. We consider first the case IJ = 0 with associated operators Vp 
and 9:. The range 1”: is then in C([a, b]) as a consequence of 
Lemma A.5 and the fact that for n = 1 the functions in W:(D) are 
absolutely continuous on [a, b]. Now the continuity of 9’yf follows from 
the identity Sf'pj)f= V~9$'pEf +9’: z-;-,f since V~Y’~pef is continuous 
and since 9: K_J-converges uniformly to 0 because of Lemma A.i’(ii) and 
the estimate 
The compactness of Yy as a map into C( [a, 61) is also readily proved by 
an argument similar to the above using the compactness‘(or continuity) of 
q-z: L,,,(aD x [0, T]) + L,(D) and the continuity (or compactness) of 
e: L,(D) -+ W:(D), as well as the continuity of the injection of W:(D) into 
cc CUP bl). 
That the result is also valid for the general case can easily be deduced 
from the identity 
where u is the solution of (32); the compactness of Y; depends also on 
Theorem A.4(ii). 
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